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Abstract. In order to detect threats from the Internet and to reduce the detection 
cost, this system helps network administrators to analyze the malware 
information easily and effectively. In this study, we have set up a platform with 
the honeypot system and have solved several problems including sharing 
resources and distributing honeypot system module at the same time. This 
platform was set for researchers and shared the information for the further 
research. This specific system consisted of the Nepenthes, p0f and ClamAV, 
which is from the honeypot system, the passive detection and the Antivirus 
tools. On our platform, users would conduct and analyze the collected exploit 
information by the interface, and users would find the sources of malware 
attacks and reconfirm the source of client if it was invaded. 
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The main tool to collect malware automatically is called honeypot. We know that 
the honeypot are systems designed to be compromised by an attacker. Therefore, the 
honeypot should connect to the network actively but passively. If a passive 
connection occurs, it means the operation is wrong or it’s an attack attempt [3]. The 
honeypot has been proven to be a very effective tool for applying on Internet crimes 
like botnet or malware detection. The concept of sharing data platform, called 
Honeylab, has been built in [4]. Simply put, Honeylab is a platform designed for 
researchers. But it's a commercial idea. We hope to build a low cost platform which 
can share data with researchers. We had discovered general user doesn’t have enough 
resource and experience to build a honeypot system, so we built an environment to 
help them. 

In some studies, we find researcher used some software, such as Honeyd, 
Honeytrap, Honeywall, Nepenthes [5] to collect malware or log. Furthermore, they 
build a distributed system [5, 6] for more information collecting. Researchers analyze 
everything honeypot collected. Some researchers even used two kind of honeypot to 
collect information. They expect to get more information to find the activity of 
malware.  

In this study, we use the passive detection strategy, and p0f to check the type of 
the operating system, IP resource, using port, internal operating system, and network 
status. For increasing sample numbers of the threats attacking information, we use 
Nepenthes program [7, 8] in collecting and analyzing the categories of the threats 
through the virus scanner. The system also provides several online tools, such as 
Nmap and Capture-HPC, to strengthen the exactitude of collecting information. 
Therefore, the network administrators or IT staffs can have enough information to 
defense from the threats programs or zombie network.  

In the past, honeypot system didn't have the ability to share information with 
others. By the technology in this study, we set up a platform with honeypot system to 
share information with others. And it can be deployed massively. This platform is 
focus on sharing information for researchers who is doing the further discovering. 

2 Related Work 

Expansion of the bandwidth causes people using the networks both at home and work 
places more often than they used to, and it increases threats from hacker or threats 
programs when users or corporations use the broadband network. The traditional 
information security is passive detection strategy, but it has to check out the exciting 
network attacking through analyzing the signature in the database. When network 
administrators or IT staffs go through the processes to figure out the issues from   
attacks, zero-day attacks may not be avoided.  In this chapter, mainly we are going to 
discuss how to build a hybrid honeypot system and share our information. 
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2.1 Malware Analysis 

The most difficult part of malware analysis is getting the source code when we can 
only find out the binary code [9]. In another word, analyzing a pack of malware needs 
more complicate to finish the job. There are mainly two approaches in malware 
analysis. One is static analysis and the other is dynamic analysis [10]. The major 
difference is the dynamic analysis has to simulate a network environment on the 
server, but not the static analysis. 

2.1.1 Static Analysis 

The static analysis is a white-box approach in which the purpose of analyzing the 
malware samples to help the network administrators or IT staffs understand the 
function of the malware. The most difficult part in this analysis is how it can be done 
to analyze the malware when it’s well camouflaged. Therefore, we need to use virus 
scanner, such as ClamAV [11], AVIRA, and BitDefender to analyze and define the 
categories of the threats. 

2.1.2 Dynamic Analysis 

The dynamic analysis is a Black-box approach, in which apply the sample malware in 
an emulation network environment on the server. Using the dynamic analysis tool 
such as Autoruns [12] and Capture-BAT [13] observes the action detail of the 
malware. Internally, it saves and access the file, DLLs, registry, and API procedure 
call. Externally, it monitors the server access, malware comportment scanning, and 
malware downloading. For getting a great quantity of information, finding and 
analyzing various threats programs comportment is necessary. 

2.2 Honeypot System 

Honeypot system is also called “Malware Collection System”. The purpose of 
honeypot system is to protect network, detect and scattered attacks from external 
attackers and delay the attack on the real objective, to reduce information security 
risks. At the same time, the system simulates the system vulnerability for the attackers 
to attack, and find out the attacker. According to the level of intruder’s interaction, the 
category of honeypot system has three different types in interaction frequency [14], 
low interaction honeypot, medium interaction and high interaction honeypot. In 
functional point of view, it is divided into production honeypot and research 
honeypot.  
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2.2.1 Low Interaction Traditional Honeypot System 

Currently, there are kinds of honeypot [15] systems, but the comment used ones are 
low interaction Honeyd [16] and Nepenthes. The reason to apply Nepenthes in this 
study is Nepenthes technically using malware honeypot, and it uses modular 
architecture of low interaction honeypot which simulate the general server services 
and common vulnerability, and extract the threats when interacting with the malware. 

2.2.2 High Interaction Client Honeypot System  

Capture-HPC [17, 18] is one kind of client honeypot. Because the way Capture-HPC 
collects the threats is different from Nepenthes, we use it as a high interacting tool for 
web inspecting. It focuses on drive-by-download [17] or the threats links in the web 
page. These attacking happen in an unaware or miss understand situation when users 
are browsing a web page or reading a HTML type files. These threats attack the 
common vulnerability in the application software, such as web browser, Flash, PDF, 
Office, etc. Through these common vulnerabilities can affect the user computers by 
making the client application apply the threats programs. These web page attacking 
are also called client-side attack. 

2.3 Passive and Active Detection 

When we identify the attackers or unknown users, we use active and passive detection 
to search for the information. 

2.3.1 Passive Detection 

Passive Detection is to listen and receive the data when the target system sends in any 
data to the server, and analyzes these received data. The best place to apply p0f, is 
also called passive OS fingerprinting [19], is the Gateway of the network system, the 
network packets throughput. Through this function, we can monitor the using port, 
and also analyze the specific port and network situation [20]. This passive detection 
strategy can collect and analyze the information regarding to these data, such as 
syslog, network traffic analysis, monitoring network packets, set up the honeypot and 
analysis honeypot. 

2.3.2 Active Detection 

Active detection uses the designed programs to monitor the network system and 
operate the security scanning in the particular computer, and the commend one we use 
is the Nmap [21]. Network administrators or IT staffs will use this program, and also 
provide several scanning functions, to check out the information of operating and 
servicing situation. This kind of active detection is very easy to discover by the IDS 
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(Intrusion Detection System), IDP (Intrusion Detection and Prevention) or attacker, 
but we can avoid by slowing down the scanner speed. It can also be avoided when 
using Idle Scan and Decoy [22], provided by Nmap and the information can also 
support the passive detection. 

2.4 Malware Propagation Model 

Malware spreading model can be analyzed from zombie network and network worm.  
The theory of zombie network is from network worm [23]. In order to understand 
propagation model [24], we must look into the characteristics of network worm.  
Figure 1 shows network worm uses TCP SYN, RST, FIN, etc. to probe the networks 
[25]. The policy of scan includes: selective random scan, sequential scan, Hit-list 
scan, routable scan, DNS scan, divide-conquer scan, passive scan, etc.  

Zombie network is a little different than the network worm. Zombie network is 
controlled to spread the malware, and it targets the same segment network address 
first. Zombie network has it regional lock and controlled by the hacker, and its 
spreading and predicting ways are different than the network worm.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Network Worm Spreading Route 

2.5 Antivirus Malware Definition 

Computer virus is as same as the common virus in human body. It is the created 
programs that will reproduce and spread the threats to other disturb servers, and 
damage the main server. 

Naming a new threats program has its own rules. Antivirus software industry can 
create their own names when finding a new threats program, they normally named 
after the capital letter, names, and last letters. 

─ Capital Letter: Identify the threats program by its own category or apply on 
what particular operating system or platform. 

─ Names: Threat programs’ name or the description of the threaten action it has 
taken. 

─ Last Letter: Same category remarks.  
For example, ClamAV scan [26], Trojan.VanBot-366 is a kind of Trojan, and it may 
access from the backdoor into the system, and then download the threats programs 
into the server. 
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3 System Platform 

The system platform is composed of several systems in major server. The system 
architecture is shown as Figure 2 Analyzing the malware network activities can use 
the low interaction honeypot (Nepenthes) and high interaction honeypot (Capture-
HPC). Nepenthes program is the traditional honeypot, and the Capture-HPC is client 
honeypot; they have different point usages. Using these two honeypot systems 
together, we can obtain the analyzed information of malware activities on the 
network. We can identify exploit code in the intruded zombie network or embed 
webpage through the designed honeypot system. Users can identify exploit code in 
the intruded zombie network or embed webpage through the designed honeypot 
system.  

Mention was made about building a Honeylab at [4], but in this research, we 
have different aims but headed to the same direction. We used high interaction 
honeypot and low interaction honeypot system to provide a different aims platform 
for other users and researchers to use. We also create two honeypot systems in our 
honeypot system module, and locate them in two different IP network on the Internet. 

The system tries not to appear on the Internet, so we use the SSL VPN to verify 
these users when login the platform. The firewall will follow the honeypot to open 
particular simulated service port to avoid the attacking security problems. All 
collected data in the modules will send back to the database or show on the Web for 
the researchers to access or analyze. 

 

Fig. 2. System Platform 

3.1 Low Interaction Traditional Honeypot System Module Structure 

In this system, we combined the ideas of MicS and MacS systems [10] [27] and 
divided the whole system into three parts, passive detection, malware collection 
system, and database. In Figure 3, the information collection and estimation help the 
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user to understand hackers or threats from their source, not just the attacking activities 
analysis. In this research, we also use Nepenthes, p0f, and ClamAV for the passive 
detection to avoid been aware by the attacker or threats program. Another important 
part of this research is applying the honeypot system to trace the zombie network, and 
it has been studied in many other studies [25].  

 
Fig. 3. Low Interaction Traditional Honeypot System Module Structure 

3.1.1 Malware Collection System and Estimation 

Nepenthes program is a malware collection system. It will simulate the general server 
services and common vulnerability for the attackers to attack the system, and then 
find out the attacker. ClamAV is the GPL (General Public License) Antivirus 
software which is designed for UNIX system. The major advantage for this Antivirus 
system is the system updates its virus database several times each day and also 
support the rar, zip, tar, etc. When the system collected the malware, it will call for a 
ClamAV scan to identify the malware category, and then record the related 
information on the database. 

3.1.2 Passive Detection and Database Analysis 

To avoid the active detection is discovered by IDS/IDP from attackers. This research 
approaches the passive detection, and use the p0f on the module [19]. 

3.1.3 Database Combination and Geographical Analysis 

To use all the IP information that collected by Nepenthes program, and inquire to the 
GeoIP (IP Geographical Database) [28] to find out the Geographic information of the 
attackers or Malware, such as country, city, longitude and latitude. 
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3.2 High Interaction Honey Client Module Structure 

To complement the information that honeypot system can not find out, we use 
Capture-HPC program to acquire the other parts of malware information, because the 
Capture-HPC is analyzing the embedded language through the web crawler, and 
getting the malware activities information and systems through the client-side attack.  

The information will send back to the Linux server when the honeypot system 
catches the malware log, but the affected malware will be kept in the VM machine.  
We can use the tool that built in the VM machine to analyze the malware activities. 
The Capture-HPC structure is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Capture-HPC Structure 

3.3 Network Security  

To avoid the system unsecured causing by the vulnerability in the general server 
services and login of the unknown users, we only allow the user login the platform 
from the Internet through SSL VPN. The system tries not to appear on the Internet, so 
we use the SSL VPN to verify the users when login the platform. All the information 
and connection must be encryption, to insure the information is secured. In Figure 5, 
firewall has the abilities to protect the security of honeypot, and avoid the 
vulnerability of honeypot. The Firewall system will follow the honeypot to open 
particular simulated service port to avoid the attacking security problems 

 

Fig. 5. Firewall Protects the Security of Honeypot  
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4 Experimental Test and Analysis 

4.1 Development Tools and Environment 

In the low interaction traditional honeypot module, we use the Python to create a 
permanent program to deal with the information collected by the Nepenthes, and also 
send the information back to the database in the main server. The p0f information 
needs to operate with the p0f-db, and modify the source code to achieve the function 
of deployment of distributed system, and then spread the information to attain the 
purpose of sharing information. The approach likes the Internet Motion Sensor [6]. 

In the high interaction honey client module, we complete the design of webpage 
by using the webpage program and the Capture-HPC, and we also build the web tools 
and Capture-HPC interface to display all the web pages. 

4.2 Platform Function Description 

To login the platform needs to use the SSLVPN to identify the user. After login to the 
platform, the user has to verify the account name and the password to access the 
information. Figure 6 shows the web interface. On the malware platform web page, 
the main function is to search all the information collected by the honeypot system. 
For more options, the user can use passive OS fingerprinting. The system also 
provided Nmap and Capture-HPC to support the p0f and passive detection, and other 
network tools, such as Ping, NSLookup and Traceroute. 

 
Fig. 6. MalwareWeb Interface 

4.3 Study and Analysis 

We list top 10 malware from IPs (see Table 1 and Table 2), countries (see Table 3), 
viruses (see Table 4), protocols (see Table 5) and OSes (see Table 6). The data from 
table 1 to 4 are in half year. Table 5 and Table 6 include all. Through the statistics, we 
observe the following information: (1) the spread malware and the major source are 
from the same sub network. [25], (2) most of the malware are downloaded through 
the link and tftp. (3) the most affected OS (operating system) are Windows. 
According to the analyzing of particular malware and IP resource, we can understand 
the malware network characteristics. 
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According to the database, we can find out the same information of the malware, 
including active countries or affected IP, and then find out the malware network 
activities statuses. We have two examples to test the tools that provided in our study. 

 

Table 1.  Site 1 (123.204.27.168) Top 10 List from IP 

  IP Info. Country City Count 
123.204.174.60 Taiwan Taichung 402 
123.204.48.170 Taiwan Taipei 348 

123.204.141.149 Taiwan Taipei 133 
123.204.169.192 Taiwan Taichung 99 
112.105.164.237 Taiwan unknow 79 

123.204.26.53 Taiwan Taoyuan 78 
123.204.221.156 Taiwan Taipei 69 
123.204.124.186 Taiwan Taipei 68 
123.204.192.83 Taiwan Taipei 65 
123.204.30.156 Taiwan Taoyuan 63 

 

Table 2.  Site 2 (112.105.219.196) Top 10 List from IP 

IP Info. Country City Count 
112.104.223.133 Taiwan unknow 169 
112.105.207.159 Taiwan unknow 160 
112.105.243.239 Taiwan unknow 148 
112.105.225.223 Taiwan unknow 147 

112.105.85.67 Taiwan unknow 127 
112.105.84.95 Taiwan unknow 105 
112.105.84.33 Taiwan unknow 104 
112.105.88.166 Taiwan unknow 102 
112.104.223.94 Taiwan unknow 94 

112.105.162.183 Taiwan unknow 9 
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Table 3.  Top 10 List from Virus 

Site 1 (123.204.27.168) Site 2 (112.105.219.196) 
Virus Count Virus Count 

W32.Virut-54 3681 W32.Virut-54 4058 
Trojan.Nepoe 1354 Worm.Palevo-2646 2036 

unknown 1035 Trojan.Mytenare 993 
Trojan.Mytenare 1016 Trojan.Buzus-7445 753 

Trojan.SdBot-9861 805 Trojan.SdBot-9861 652 
Worm.Palevo-2646 733 Trojan.Nepoe 417 
Worm.Waledac-953 209 unknow 345 
Worm.Palevo-548 192 Trojan.Agent-146614 112 
Worm.Padobot.M 142 Worm.Padobot.M 86 
Trojan.Small-4287 128 Worm.Palevo-548 68 

 

Table 4.  Top 10 List from Country 

Site 1 (123.204.27.168) Site 2 (112.105.219.196) 
Country Info. Count Country Info. Count 

Taiwan 8482 Taiwan 9016 
Japan 374 Philippines 332 
China 223 Japan 94 

Russian Federation 145 Russian Federation 77 
Philippines 61 China 53 

India 56 Korea, Republic of 40 
Australia 42 Vietnam 23 

United States 23 United States 17 
Korea, Republic of 14 India 6 

Egypt 3 Australia 4 
 

Table 5.  Top 10 List from Protocol 

Site 1 (123.204.27.168) Site 2 (112.105.219.196) 
Protocol Count Protocol Count 

link 14653 link 11177 
tftp 1968 tftp 1232 

blink 369 blink 254 
http 288 http 157 
ftp 9 ftp 3 
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Table 6.  Top 10 List from OS 

Site 1 (123.204.27.168) Site 2 (112.105.219.196) 
OS Count OS Count 

Windows 2000 SP4, XP 
SP1+ 

13506 Windows 2000 SP4, XP 
SP1+ 

10768 

Windows 2000 SP2+, XP 
SP1+ (seldom 98) 

3118 Windows 2000 SP2+, 
XP SP1+ (seldom 98) 

2666 

Windows 98 (9) 1889 Windows 98 (9) 773 
Windows XP/2000 

(RFC1323+, w+, tstamp-) 
1064 Windows XP/2000 

(RFC1323+, w+, tstamp-) 
750 

Windows XP SP1+, 2000 
SP3 

701 Windows XP/2000 731 

Windows 2000 SP4, XP 
SP1+ (2) 

654 Windows XP SP1+, 
2000 SP3 

390 

Windows XP/2000 356 Windows XP/2000 
(RFC1323+, w+, tstamp+) 

219 

Windows XP/2000 
(RFC1323+, w+, tstamp+) 

227 Windows 98 (10) 99 

Windows 98 (10) 218 Windows XP/2000 
(RFC1323+, w, tstamp-) 

82 

Linux 2.6 (newer, 3) 192 Windows XP/2000 
(RFC1323+, w, tstamp+) 

61 

 

4.3.1 Malware IP Query 

We can use these statistical data to search for the IP address of the attackers. For 
instance, by inputting the IP 123.204.132.69, we can gather the information that is as 
shown in Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10.  

 

 
Fig. 7. The IP of Site 1 is 123.204.27.168. The IP 123.204.132.69 has the same subnet address 
as the Site 1. It is just the same as the malware propagation model [23]. We can also select the 
Google map option to find out the location of the IP address. 
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Fig. 8. Site 1 Malware Rank (Malware_md5). We can download the malware for further 
research. 

 

Fig. 9. The Site1 Malware Search (Malware_md5=25d0e58deebbeb58f935f578087f3b74). We 
can find out the source OS is Windows XP SP1, 2, and the virus name, Trojan.Mytenare. 

 

 
Fig. 10. We also identify client OS with Nmap, and to check the OS fingerprinting of client. 

4.3.2 Testing Injection Exploit Code on Web Server 

We use Capture-HPC to test the doubted website. 
1.  Upload the sample website through the providing interface 
2. After completing the steps above, there will be two options. Option one is to 

download the log information. Option two is to link into VNC, and analyze the 
collected malware information. The log information includes the log files (Fig. 11) 
and *.pcap files (Fig. 12). These two resources can help the user to understand the 
injection exploit code, and provide the VNC connection to analyze the affected 
situation in VM server. 

 
Fig. 11.  Log Files 
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Fig. 12. Pcap Files on Wireshark 

5 Discussion and Conclusions  

In this study, many network system tools have been used. We are hoping the 
study can help other users to study more about the malware under the limited support 
from budget, network security and pass experience.  The users or researchers can use 
this platform to collect network information and download malware easier even if 
they are not familiar with Linux system and network security. They can practice the 
Capture-HPC with the abnormal website on this platform and then collect the 
malware log information for more studies. By using platform, network administrators 
or IT staff can have enough information to defend the attacks effectively. In the 
future, we hope to build a distributed and scoped globally Internet threats monitoring 
system for further researches. 
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